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Money Over Your Head

There was a time when roofs were not a maintenance item. That 
was before single ply roofs and all the new advances in materi-

als to care for them were introduced into the roofing industry.
But the days of not taking care of your roof are over. Roofs are 

no longer thought of as break/fix items, where they get damaged 
and then just replaced. They are too expensive. Part of the reason 
for this is that roofing materials are made from petroleum, and the 
price of that continues to rise. At a cost of $7 or more per square 
foot, a 45,000 square foot roof is worth $315,000. Most roofs are 
replaced before they should be, when about 30% of their useful life 
remains. That is like throwing away more than $100,000. There is 
no reason to do that. Just because a roof is often out of sight, does 
not mean its maintenance should be out of mind.

Roofs don’t deteriorate all of a sudden. Constant exposure to 
water, sun, wind, and cold temperatures all create thermal me-
chanical movement, causing wear and tear. Regular maintenance 
and taking care of minor problems will prolong the life of the roof.

Most building owners have many things to take care of, and 
their building’s roof is not high on their priority list. However, once 
there is a roof leak, the roof becomes their number one priority. 
They will then contact a roofing company, and the building owners 
often wind up spending a lot more money than they need to.

Let’s learn from the experience of Rachel, a building owner who 
experiences a big problem. Will she get the help she needs?

There is a lot of money  
above your head.”

“Watch—the pennies and the dollars 
will take care of themselves.”

“Will you spend a penny  
to save a dollar?”

“
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Rachel is a businesswoman who always tries to meet her re-
sponsibilities and grow her company. She may have one building 
or she may be responsible for hundreds or thousands of buildings 
all across the United States or throughout the entire world. She 
knows there is a reason for all the buildings she has. They are an 
investment and a place of business for her company, companies, 
or leasing tenants. She knows she must keep the buildings dry 
and keep water out. But that is not something she thinks about on 
a daily basis. There are other things more at eye-level that catch 
her attention when she visits her buildings.

>> “>>      I am very pleased with Mike, my Certified Roof Care Specialist®. 
What a nice, personable gentleman. He knows what he is doing and 
always greets me with a friendly hello and good disposition. I am happy 
with Mike and NIR.”  
 — B. W.
    American Society of Anesthesiologists 
    Park Ridge, IL

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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Rachel is a successful building owner. After years of usage 
from her buildings, she thought that she was building equity and 
cash. But she learns that one of her buildings needs a new roof, 
and that is taking most of her assets away. No one told her the 
true condition of the roofs on her buildings. Many roofing con-
tractors have fixed temporary problems, such as leaks, on her 
roofs. But no one told her about proactive planning to extend 
the life of her roofs.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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When the roofs on any of Rachel’s buildings leak, it not only 
causes structural damage to the buildings, but it also creates a big 
disturbance to the building’s occupants. Rachel must take quick 
action to solve the problem, as many people are affected.

>>“>>      I have been involved in all aspects of roofing for more than 30 years. 
I’ve been with NIR for about 26 years. I like being a Certified Roof Care 
Specialist® because of the freedom to assert myself. My life has been made 
better by the opportunity to make a good wage.”  
 — Mike

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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>>

Rachel knows that there is never a good time for a building’s 
roof to leak, but it is especially unpleasant if it happens while she 
is conducting business. Rachel realizes that it will be costly in 
many respects for her to pause her business dealings to solve her 
roofing issues. What Rachel does not yet know is that the leak 
could have been prevented with a little planning and proper roof 
maintenance.

“ >>      For over a decade, NIR Roof Care PlanSM has saved Erie House 
thousands of dollars. NIR’s commitment to customer service and customer 
satisfaction has built a loyal working relationship with Certified Roof Care 
Specialist. As a result, Erie House fully endorses NIR for its exceptional 
workmanship and dedication to the community. Recently, due to the 
failing economy, NIR reached out to Erie House and graciously provided 
an in-kind donation to seal one of the roofs in dire need of repair. As a 
nonprofit organization dedicated to meeting the needs of the community, 
Erie House is grateful to NIR for responding to the organization’s needs 
and working with its limited budget.”
  — P.K. 

Erie House

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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It costs a lot of money to repair all the damages that occur as a 
result of a leaking roof. It makes Rachel think she did not do her 
job properly. She will soon learn that she just needs the proper 
help.

>> “>>      Pat, from NIR has taken care of our roofing needs for the past 15 
years, performing everything from maintenance to common leak repairs, 
including countless improvement projects.

“Pat has proven to be an excellent, hard working, well qualified/recog-
nized contractor with top roofing skills who performs his work with great 
care through completion.

“I can state with great confidence that Pat’s roofing abilities are top-notch 
and there is no question that if you have a roofing need, he will resolve it 
accurately and professionally to your satisfaction.

“I have tried several other contractors in the past and I’ve yet to find 
anyone who can do a better job at any cost. His roofing expertise and fair 
rates make him and NIR an easy decision.”
 —D.W., Follett Library Resources, Inc.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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Rachel realizes that it is not good to shop for a roof during 
the middle of a roofing emergency. When roofs are bought in a 
panic, the building owner usually overpays. As of yet, no one has 
told Rachel to plan ahead for this type of expense. A good roof 
care specialist could help Rachel learn how to budget for these 
kinds of costs in the future.

>>“ >>     NIR has done various roofing projects at the One East Wacker Build-
ing. NIR is currently under contract at OEW for the ongoing PM visits as a 
requirement to maintain the roof warranty. They were specifically chosen by 
the management and engineering team of OEW to oversee the asset’s roofing 
needs as a result of their references and overall knowledge of the industry.

“I’ve found NIR to be an excellent company. Their high standard of quality 
is complemented by their strong focus on customer service with not only 
the management and ownership team of OEW but the various affiliated 
building general contractors, subcontractors, and engineering staff that they 
frequently team up with on various projects outside of the R&M Contract. 
NIR’s workmanship and professionalism have exceeded my expectations 
over the years and based on my experience as a client of NIR, I would highly 
recommend their services to anyone who inquired.”
 —L. O.
   CB Richard Ellis, Inc.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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Rachel is positive that looking through a list of contacts or on 
the Internet at the last minute is no way to manage her roofs. The 
situation looks bad to her, but all is not lost. Rachel just needs to 
know where to look. She will soon discover that the place to look 
is NIR, where she will have her very own Certified Roof Care 
Specialist® to help her through this situation.

“>>>>     This letter is to recommend the work of NIR, and in particular, the 
work of Frank, who is assigned to the Palatine area, and maintains our 
roof under service contract with NIR. Frank does an excellent job of 
making sure that our roof is serviced regularly, and that we are aware 
of any potential issues. His explanations are clear and concise, and he 
makes sure to answer any questions that we have before leaving. He is 
proactive, identifying potential future problems with the roof, and makes 
sure that we know what our options are. He has also responded to any 
problems we have had with the roof promptly.

“I highly recommend NIR, and in particular, Frank, for roof mainte-
nance.”
 —C. R.
    Palatine Township Senior Citizens Council

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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Manufacturers have multiple factories running 24 hours a 
day with distribution centers all over the world. They have to 
sell roofing materials to stay in business. Although they position 
themselves as a solution with a list of licensed roofing contractors 
to take care of Rachel’s problem, the fact is that they need to sell 
roofing materials or their companies will go out of business. They 
create roofing licenses with roofing contractors and require them 
to buy materials or have their licenses cancelled.

Consultants sell their professional services as independent 
third parties with expansive reports, yet do not fix your roof. 
They seem like they know more than the roofer does, but they 
have never actually installed a roof. They work with manufactur-
ers to promote their materials. They are often biased to certain 
manufactures and regularly recommend a small group of roofing 
companies to get bids from. This does not result in the best deal 
for the building owner. 

Old line roofers want to sell the highest price solution to make 
the most money. This is not the best way to buy a roof. They may 
have a service department and send out a foreman to fix a leak 
when he is not installing a new roof where the real money is 
made. A different guy comes back each time there is a leak, and it 
takes time for him to get up to speed and learn about the specific 
roof on which he is working.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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Rachel is overwhelmed by the amount of information and 
companies she had to sift through to find a solution. She is also 
daunted when she considers the cost of replacing the entire roof 
of her building due to the leak. Just when she feels like giving up, 
she learns about NIR’s Certified Roof Care Specialists. Rachel be-
gins to feel hopeful that her problem can be solved.

>>“>>     I was compelled to write a letter based on my experiences with NIR.
“As an owner of a property management company, I work with a lot of 
vendors. I was really taken with a few things about my experience.
“The sales force has a very personal touch and really cares about how to 
service you best. They are always quick to respond and follow through 
every time they say they will do something.

“Each building that we have contracted NIR to maintain is assigned its 
own repair person. This means that the same person oversees the building 
and is familiar with any issues and past or future repairs planned. This is 
a huge plus. Our repair tech also calls to give me updates on the status of 
problems before proceeding.

“Lastly, out of all the roofing companies that we have worked with, this 
one is the most professional, courteous, responsible, and honest. It is a 
pleasure working with them!”
 —J. V.
    Sierra Realty & Management

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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A Certified Roof Care Specialist® tells Rachel that the answer 
is to extend the life of her buildings’ roofs by maintaining them, 
not replacing them. Roofs are not immobile. They expand with 
the heat of the day and contract when the sun sets. Roofs move, 
expand, and contract every single day. This is something Rachel 
hadn’t thought of before.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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Rachel learns that roofs need to be regularly inspected and 
maintained. Their thermal mechanical movement requires that 
roofs be closely monitored, with Certified Roof Care Specialists 
performing the necessary roof care to keep the roof in as good 
condition as possible.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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In 1988, NIR noticed the toll that age and elemental exposure 
take on roofs. NIR was also aware of newer and better materials 
being introduced into the roofing market. The founder of NIR 
had a plan.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.

“ >>      The purpose of this letter is to inform you on what great service I 
receive from NIR. As you may know I’m the Building and Grounds Fore-
man and with this position I use many vendors to do a variety of work. 
NIR is a top notch company with outstanding customer service and I 
would recommend to anyone. Bob does an excellent and thorough job 
on preventive maintenance and is very good at finding potential leak 
locations. In the event that I do have a leak, the response time from NIR 
is very fast. If you or anyone of your future customers have any questions, 
feel free to contact me.
  — Ken 

Bolingbrook

>>
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Rachel discovers that NIR combined the old roofing line into 
one “superhero” type person known as a Certified Roof Care Spe-
cialist®. In 1987 NIR launched the NIR-U to train qualified roofers 
how to take proper care of a roof. At the time, this was unheard 
of. Until then, salesmen had been the ones who sold roofing. But 

the founder of NIR understood that roofers 
know more about roofing then salesmen do. 
NIR also recognized the value of roofers who 
had experience, and searched for roofers with 
at least 10 years in the industry.

NIR-U was founded upon holistic princi-
ples and the belief that a well-balanced person 
would make the best roof care specialist. The 
four pillars of the NIR-U are Faith, Self, Family, 

and Life’s Work. 
Faith. We want roofers who believe in something more than 

themselves, knowing that all their gifts come from God. 
Self. We know that a roofer who has good personal habits and 

who takes care of himself will be appreciated by our customers. 
Family. Roofers must like people and establish a good rapport 

with our customers.
Life’s Work. This is the expression of a roofer’s trade for the 

good of the customer, our company, and themselves.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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A Certified Roof Care Specialist® shows Rachel how NIR’s ser-
vice agreement for regular maintenance could extend the life of 
her roofs and save her money. This is done by:

• taking care of little problems before they become big ones
• providing a 25-point inspection report
• showing photos of problem areas and discussing solutions
• performing minor routine maintenance 
All these benefits help Rachel have peace of mind, knowing 

that the roofs on her buildings are being properly maintained.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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Rachel learns that over the past 33 years, NIR has main-
tained and serviced more than 8,000 roofs valued at more than 
$1,000,000,000. This has resulted in great savings and return-on-
investment for NIR’s customers, who are free to use their money 
in other ways rather than replacing roofs. There is no doubt that 
regular roof maintenance is a wise choice.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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Roofs cost a lot of money: on average about $7 per square foot. 
To simply install a roof and not take care of it does not make 
sense. Like Rachel, all building owners need to rethink their bud-
gets and begin a plan to care for their roofs.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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Rachel now knows that having a dedicated Certified Roof 
Care Specialist® coordinate all aspects of the care of her roof is 
like having the same doctor oversee her every medical need. NIR 
has long known that by having the same Certified Roof Care Spe-
cialist® take care of a roof, the overall cost for roof maintenance 
will go down. Each time a Certified Roof Care Specialist® returns, 
he becomes more and more familiar with the roof. He starts to 
know where potential problems may arise and is able to closely 
monitor those areas. As Rachel’s personal Certified Roof Care 
Specialist® continues to work with her and her staff, that relation-
ship brings about her peace of mind.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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NIR has held off the old roof line from taking a large portion 
of Rachel’s capital and reducing the equity in her building. Roofs 
cost tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands, and even into the 
millions of dollars. They must be regularly maintained, not hast-
ily repaired when it is too late and there is an emergency.

“ >>      You guys were there for me when I needed you.”
  — T.I. 

J.C. Whitney / US Autoparts

>>

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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NIR developed its trademarked rooftop maintenance ser-
vice agreement, the NIR Roof Care PlanSM,  to extend the life of 
each roof. NIR has proven over the past 3 and half decades that 
good roof care is a real money saver. The concept of regular roof-
top maintenance makes so much sense; however, this has been 
missed again and again by building owners not taking care of 
their roofs and only taking action if there is a leak or other issue. 
All that can change now that NIR has proven the value of reliable 
roof care. Like Rachel, building owners just need to realize that 
roofs are now a maintenance item.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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Extending the life of a roof is a lot like roof life insurance: 
you spend a little now to save a lot later. As this concept gains 
momentum, more and more building owners will start taking 
care of their roofs with help from their own Certified Roof Care 
Specialists. Building owners will have their own personal roofing 
expert to contact for all their roofing needs. They will have his or 
her direct phone line and e-mail address so they can contact him 
whenever they need to. What peace of mind!

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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In the past, ongoing roof care was not what building own-
ers typically thought of when they considered the roofs on their 
buildings. But now is the time to start maintaining roofs and sav-
ing money by taking care of little problems before they become 
big ones. Regular reports and contact from their Certified Roof 
Care Specialist® will help building owners to better plan their 
budgets and be more knowledgeable about the condition of their 
roofs.

>>“>>     The sign on our building says, “Great People Work Here.” This is my 
15th year with NIR in the office helping customers every which way I can. 
I enjoy my job very much.” 
 —Carol

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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Ongoing costs of roof repairs go down when a good roof care 
program is in place. Studies have shown an average of 20% sav-
ings in overall roofing costs by utilizing NIR Roof Care PlanSM. 
It makes a lot of sense to take care of your roof with a service 
agreement.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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NIR knows that Rachel and other building owners need to 
keep their money and invest it in ways to get maximum returns. 
Using part of that money to properly maintain roofs is a proven 
sound investment.

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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When Rachel’s dedicated Certified Roof Care Specialist® in-
spects her roofs again and again, he will become an expert about 
her roofs and will locate potential problems in the shortest amount 
of time. He will always be available to work for Rachel at any time 
to care for her roofs.

>>“ >>     I have been a roofer for 16 years. All have been with NIR.
“For the last 14 years, I have been a Certified Roof Care Specialist. Being a 
CRCS has given me the ability to do what I enjoy: problem solving. Many 
times I have created a solution other roofers have been unable to see.

“But the greatest part of my career at NIR is the relationships I have formed 
with many of my clients. The conversations that reach beyond the confines 
of a working relationship make each day interesting and enjoyable.”    
 —Brett
   

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.
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“Your Roof ’s Care Is Our Concern” is what NIR is all about.
We work for you.
We take care of your roof, keeping it viable as long as possible.
When the time comes to replace your roof, we give you the 

best value along with a new service agreement to care for your 
new roof. 

We will always take good care of your roof. We know that 
when we do just that, we are taking good care of you! You are 
the reason NIR is in business and we want you to know we will 
always put your money to its best use. 

Visit nir.com to view Rachel’s video.

NIR Roof Care, Inc.
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History of NIR Roof Care

My name is Timothy K. Lynn. I pioneered the NIR Roof 
Care PlanSM in 1988 and have worked for 25 years to make 

building owners aware of its benefits. I have been validated by the 
roofing industry and now manufacturers and other roofing com-
panies are following behind NIR and coming out with programs 
trying to mimic NIR’s Rooftop Maintenance ProgramTM.

I am also making history with union members by sharing my 
vision of roofers selling and consulting with customers, thus be-
coming Certified Roof Care Specialists. This is instrumental in a 
future service category to the roofer’s union contract. As roofers 
get older, they lose their value on a production job. Utilizing their 
experience to extend their careers and the life of many roofs is a 
win-win situation.

Thank you for allowing me to introduce myself and my com-
pany to you. I entered the business world at the very young age 
of 16. I have now been in the roofing industry for more than 40 
years. Although I had little formal education, I was fortunate to 
be able to learn from professionals such as bankers, lawyers, and 
insurance agents. One professional in particular stands out: my 
long-term accountant and CPA firm, Sykora Consulting Asso-
ciates, LLC in Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois. I first contacted them 
more than 30 years ago for accounting services and a business 
plan. The principal, William A. Sykora, contacted me personally. 
His advice and enthusiasm helped me set up my first business 
plan and bookkeeping system. We have worked together now for 
more than 30 years, and the teaching and training I received from 

®
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Bill has been a major reason for my business success. Many times 
when we meet to review NIR’s accounts, Bill comments on how 
well I have learned finance and accounting over the years. 

I also learned many lessons from my parents and siblings. I 
have five older brothers, two older sisters, and one younger sister. 
My mother was the greatest teacher in my life. She was always 
doing some kind of business and teaching us kids how to do busi-
ness with good values and a positive attitude on life no matter 
how hard things were. My dad was given a full scholarship to 
Notre Dame University from the Navy because of his intelligence. 
He then went on to be a professor at Notre Dame teaching math 
and science. He was able to do any size math equation in his head 
within seconds. My mom would ask him a question about a busi-
ness deal and he would reply with the amortized payment in no 
time. I was always impressed by this as I sat in the back seat of our 
car riding with them while they were out looking for real-estate 
deals. It was fun for me to listen to their conversations and their 
strategies. My mom would call me her little business tycoon. I 
think it stuck, because I love doing business. I have been self-
employed all of my adult life, only working as an employee for 
six months when I was a kid. I have always wanted to give my 
employees the freedom that I have come to know while working 
in the company. That is what we do at NIR—we give people the 
opportunity to express themselves within the structure of a well-
orchestrated system.

I started NIR on March 5, 1980 with $100 and a 1968 pick-
up truck as my assets. At the time, I lived in Woodstock, Illinois 
and rented office and warehouse space in Marengo, Illinois. I set 
out to build a commercial roofing company that would service 
the Chicago land area. I went for big jobs working for general 
contractors, companies like Pepper, Turner, Maggio, Ockerlund, 
Walsh, and Inland. I coined the company Heavy Commercial 
Roofing Contractors. I bought one of the first Apple 2e comput-
ers and created an estimating spread sheet to use. With one per-
son estimating more than $60,000,000 in bids in the first year, 
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everyone thought I had six estimators. We did a project for Sears 
headquarters and had to install 130,000 2x2 cement pavers. I 
modified a four-wheel wagon. I put an arm on it and hung a vac-
uum hoist on and installed all the pavers without ever having to 
handle them by hand. 

The Motorola facility where we were doing a project moved 
up their construction schedule by two weeks. From Turner Con-
struction Company we received their outstanding performance 
award. No other roofer had received this award at the time. On 
the K-Mart distribution center in Manteno, Illinois, the roof was 
40 acres, one mile square. They liked us so much they gave us 
their Boulder, Colorado job as well. 

One day an architect called me and as we were talking he said 
that he had not had very good experiences with roofers. He said, 
“You know you roofers. They think if they don’t wake up in the 
morning and cheat someone they don’t think they’ve done their 
job.” I was shocked. Was he talking about me or was he talking 
about the roofing industry in general? Once I realized he was not 
talking about me, I was relieved. Then it came to me. If I built a 
great company, I would be different. So that became my mission: 
job after job doing things right. We grew and grew. Then one day 
in 1988, I called Orkin Pest Control to visit my home to give me a 
quote for pest control. I was amazed by the professional-looking 
man who showed up at my door. He was clean, well-groomed, 
wearing a clean uniform, and held a clipboard and an inspection 
report with pictures of all the problem areas. His price was fair 
and he said that for a fee he would return each month and per-
sonally take care of all my home’s problem areas. I said, “Where 
do I sign?” Then it quickly occurred to me that I could do this 
in the roofing industry! The very next day I started NIR’s Roof-
top Maintenance Service division and the NIR Roof Care PlanSM. 
I began to offer a monthly, quarterly, and semi-annual service 
agreement to our customers, and they loved it! We sold more 
than 100 in the first year.

The idea was that at each visit, the same Certified Roof Care 
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Specialist® would return and do a 25-point inspection, make mi-
nor repairs, and give a detailed condition report with three pho-
tos. The goal was to extend the life of our customers’ roofs. We 
have now done this to over 8,000 roofs valued at over a billion 
dollars. 

All of our employees at NIR are trained to handle questions 
proactively. That means when a customer has a need, we say yes 
and then we figure out how to get it taken care of. The roofing 
business is pretty simple for us at NIR. We just keep doing things 
right and it gets easier and easier to do.

The NIR Difference
You can compare the cost of roof care and maintenance with 

a visit to the doctor. You hope the doctor can give a quick diag-
nosis, so what he charges is for his ability to solve your problem. 
That is why our Certified Roof Care Specialists® go through the 
NIR-U, so that they can quickly solve your roof problems.

Let’s say your roof is worth $20,000,000. How do you take care 
of such a roof? You could call a manufacturer of roofing materials 
and ask their opinion. They will gladly send out a very profes-
sional-looking sales person who will happily show you many dif-
ferent roofing materials that they manufacture and put together 
as a roofing system. Either an employee of the company or an 
independent sales representative will show up. They will intro-
duce you to one of their licensed roofing contractors who agrees 
with them as they try to sell you what they need most, and that 
is a new roof.

You could call a roofing consultant and he will be glad to give 
you his opinion and have you start spending money based on his 
professional status. Then he will recommend roofing materials 
from the manufacturers he conducts business with.

Most roofing company sales consist of 80 - 90% roof replace-
ment and new roofs. They have many crews waiting for their 
salesmen to sell a new roof so they can go to work. This is why 
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roofs are often replaced 30% too soon in the roofing industry.
The roofing industry has been manufacturer-driven since 

manufacturers have the most money. With their money they in-
fluence the trade associations, consultants, suppliers, and roofers. 
They need to sell roofing materials, so by replacing roofs sooner 
than necessary, more materials can be sold.

So how do you take care of a $20,000,000 roof? You need a 
Certified Roof Care Specialist® to be assigned to the property and 
become familiar with the roof. That process may take as long as 
a year. It’s best not to just jump in because of roof leaks and start 
getting roofing bids to replace it. Don’t keep asking each person 
who comes along what to do. Step back and think about what 
the roof really does for your building. It keeps water out and of-
ten provides the insulation for the building. When you replace a 
roof, you are spending more than 50% of your money on other 
things like removal and disposal of the old roof. Most commer-
cial buildings are insulated from the roof and often this material 
goes in dumpsters and then to landfills, which is not eco-friendly. 

The part of the roof that keeps the water out is called the roof-
ing membrane. It is built-up plys of asphalt or single ply roofing 
placed over ridged insulation or the roof deck. What needs to 
be taken care of is the membrane in the field of the roof and any 
flashings. That’s what the Certified Roof Care Specialist® is look-
ing at as he finds areas that need work. He has two ways to take 
care of these issues: recoat and seal them or cut them out and 
replace them. This can be done on a small area or on an entire 
section. Roofs are assembled with rolls and pieces of roofing ma-
terial. Think of the roof as a patch quilt that is put together roll by 
roll and piece by piece.

When your Certified Roof Care Specialist® is assigned to 
your roof, and you have an NIR rooftop maintenance service 
agreement, you have all the necessary resources to take care of a 
massive $20,000,000 roof. Visits from your Certified Roof Care 
Specialist® can be made in varying intervals. We can start with a 
weekly visit for a full day, then progress to a monthly visit, then 
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to every other month, then quarterly, and finally to semi-annual 
visits each year.

All roofs need good roof care and that is how you take care of 
a $20,000,000 roof. The same is true for the way you take care of 
a $50,000 roof. Just because you can afford to spend the money 
to replace your roof doesn’t mean that is the wisest choice. New 
roofs leak too and need the same maintenance as an old roof, so 
it is all the same. If you have a roof, it needs to be taken care of. 
It’s just that simple. At NIR that is what we do. Eighty percent of 
our sales are for taking care of roofs. Your roof ’s care really is our 
concern.

There is light at the end of the tunnel and it is a bright spot for 
you to learn that you really can control your roofing expenses by 
practicing good roof care. Don’t let anyone tell you that you need 
to replace your roof in a hurry; they are probably just looking for 
a quick buck. Slow down. The best way to engage your roofing 
problem is to do two things. First, sign up for an NIR rooftop 
maintenance service agreement. Second, work with your very 
own Certified Roof Care Specialist®. He will visit your property 
on an agreed upon service schedule and start taking good care of 
your roof.

Certified Roof Care Specialists®
Roofers have a very difficult job, and as they work through 

their career they excel at different parts of the roofing process. 
A roofer who is in his 20’s will often do well in fast-paced new 
construction roofing. As his experience develops, he becomes 
equipped for work in the re-roof process. When he is in his 40’s 
he will have the skills to work in roof care. By then his experi-
ence is well rounded and he can work well with customers. This 
makes him a good candidate for becoming a Certified Roof Care 
Specialist® and it will extend his working career by many years.

When it comes to scheduling and taking care of a customer’s 
roof leak, having the same Certified Roof Care Specialist® as-
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signed to your building is the most effective way to handle it. At 
NIR we work in a route system where we give each Certified Roof 
Care Specialist® a set number of buildings to care for. He then 
works with those customers over and over again to take care of 
their roofs. When a customer has many roofs, we assign as many 
Certified Roof Care Specialists® as needed, with each working in 
their primary area of responsibility to keep travel time down and 
response time fast. The route service system gives customers ev-
erything they could ask for. Each Certified Roof Care Specialist® 
works from his mobile service unit stocked with all the materials, 
tools, and equipment necessary to take care of each roof.

All of our Certified Roof Care Specialists® have iPADs with 
our cloud-based mobile office system. This allows them to track 
customer information and send work orders and e-mails. As they 
need more materials, they go to local suppliers that are nearby to 
minimize travel time.

NIR is committed to helping our customers take good care of 
their roofs. But of course there will probably come a time when 
you need to replace your roof with a new one. At NIR we do this 
in a seamless way. Remember that your Certified Roof Care Spe-
cialist® remains your single point of contact. We realize that the 
decision to purchase a new roof moves from an expense item to 
a capital expenditure and that at most companies, the decision 
makers are going to be higher up in the chain of command. So 
your Certified Roof Care Specialist® then elevates the need for 
more help from our corporate headquarters and an officer of the 
company is assigned to the account to work with our Certified 
Roof Care Specialist®, the owner of the building, and his staff or 
representative to plan the best roofing budget. Once this is com-
plete, we plan for roof replacement in a timely manner with the 
least disturbance to the occupants of the building. Your Certified 
Roof Care Specialist® will remain your point of contact and visit 
your building each day while roof replacement is going on and he 
will coordinate with your building staff and the NIR foreman and 
crew who will be replacing your roof.
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When the new roof is complete, you will have a new roof war-
ranty and your NIR roof top maintenance service agreement and 
your Certified Roof Care Specialist® will continue to care for your 
new roof. In most cases he will start with two visits each year and 
then after ten years move the visits to four times a year. His goal 
is to always take good care of your roof. This is all about you the 
customer and NIR’s desire to do things right. If and when your 
Certified Roof Care Specialist® retires, one year before that date, 
a new specialist will be introduced to give you outstanding seam-
less roof care.

Customer Service
It always amazes me when I talk to people in large companies. 

It sometimes seems the higher up I go in the chain of command, 
the less they do. They act like customers are inconveniencing 
them. But in my opinion, that is what top managers should do: 
be the final answer when the customer needs them most. At NIR, 
we take your communication seriously and quickly respond to 
it. We know that without our customers we have no company. I 
once called a big bank regarding a need I wanted to take care of. I 
asked for the president. The executive vice president came on the 
phone to block the call. I told him my need and he said he would 
personally call me back in a couple of days. He never called back. 
That kind of poor customer service makes it easy for me to give 
direction to NIR employees: Simply listen to the customer and 
take care of their needs. That is key for all of our job descriptions. 
It is that simple.

All of the employees at NIR know that if a customer needs 
to call me with a complaint, I am going to listen to the customer 
and find out what they want and then I am going to do all that 
I can for them. Why? Because I know that by the time they call 
me, they’ve already tried to take care of it with everyone else in 
the company. I like the job of doing what is right. As far back as I 
can remember, I have not had more than three customers call me. 
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I know customers want a good experience when they are 
spending their money and they want to feel special. I know I do. 
So at NIR that is what we try to do. We stand by our warranties 
and agreements. We stand by our products and our employees. 
We appreciate our customers and will do our best to give them 
the service, respect, and care they deserve.

Business Practices
We don’t do business in court. We do business with our cus-

tomers. And we believe we can do it well. Here are a few examples 
of the way we have solved disputes in the past. One customer we 
had taken care of for many years had a change in management 
and called in a different roof consultant to look at some skylights 
that were leaking. The consultant reported that NIR should have 
been taking care of this problem all along. But he didn’t look in 
the file to see that we did recommend new skylight gaskets. The 
building owner followed the advice of his consultant and had 
someone else do the work. He sent us a lawsuit without taking 
the time to talk to us. I looked at the claim and went to work on 
a solution right away. The claim was for $12,700. I drafted a let-
ter of apology, enclosed a check for $700, and said I would send 
$1,000 each month for the next 12 months. Problem solved. To 
my surprise, I received a letter back a few days later thanking me 
for resolving this so quickly. I know things happen and no one 
is perfect. But I also know the prefect answer to some problems: 
just take care of it.

Another time there was a customer who did not like the size 
of the pea gravel that was used on his roof. Another roofer was 
there to offer his opinion that the gravel was the wrong size, so 
I went to the manufacturer for approval, which I received. The 
customer was holding NIR’s payment and said they wanted new 
gravel, so I gave him new gravel and went and picked up NIR’s 
check. It’s all part of doing business and good customer relations.
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Resale Value
When it comes time to sell your building, you will have a 

documented track record of all of your roof care. Your buyer 
will have confidence that the roof is in good condition. The NIR 
service agreement is transferable to the buyer, and he will ben-
efit from the services of the same Certified Roof Care Specialist® 
who helped you. See the cycle go on and on! Just by taking care 
of your roof you will be ahead of the game.
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What is an NIR  
Roof Care Plansm?

Will you spend a penny to save a dollar? It may seem silly 
to reply no to such a question, but millions of dollars are 

being spent every day to chase down roofing problems after they 
have caused a major disturbance to the building and its occupants.  
The days of not taking care of your roof are over! Roofs are no 
longer thought of as break/fix items, where they get damaged and 
just replaced. They are too expensive of an asset. At a cost of $7 or 
more per square foot, a 50,000 square foot roof is worth $350,000 
in today’s market! With 70% of roofs being replaced with 30% of 
their serviceable life still remaining, hundreds of thousands of 
dollars are being thrown away. 

Roofs don’t deteriorate all of a sudden. In fact, predicable 
decay of the various components that make up a “roof system” 
allow for trained professionals to key in on those areas on a 
scheduled basis and correct them before it turns into more costly 
and disruptive problems.  With over 8,000 roofs under its care, 
NIR Roof Care has developed multiple Roof Care Plan options to 
fit your commercial roof. Starting in 1988 with the Original Roof 
Care Plan, NIR Roof Care now has 5 distinct Roof Care Plans 
to provide the right solution to our customer’s problems.  This 
proposal will detail our recommendation for your facility.
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 Metal Edge Flashings 
• Minor tears, splits and breaks in membrane flashing 
• Open/split flashing strip-ins repaired 
• Metal edge cleats and clips re-secured 
• Exposed fasteners resealed 
 
Parapet Wall and Counter-flashings Systems 
• Minor tears, splits and breaks in the membrane flashings 
• Breaks, tears, splits in flashing strip-ins repaired 
• Exposed fasteners resealed 
•  Voids in termination bars, counter-flashing and parapet cap 

cleaned and resealed 
• Re-secure termination bars and counter-flashing 
• Re-secure loose metal coping caps to cleats 
 
Equipment/Protection Flashing Components 
• Minor tears, splits and breaks in the membrane flashings 
• Breaks, tears, splits in flashing strip-ins repaired 
• Unsecured rooftop equipment secured 
• Refill pitch pans 
• Exposed fasteners resealed 
• Termination bar and counter-flashings sealed 
• Metal projections (hood and clamps) resealed 

Roof Membrane 
• Minor tears, splits and breaks in the membrane repaired 
• Open or split flashing strip-in repaired 
•  All membrane repairs will follow the manufacturer’s written 

repair and maintenance guidelines 
 

What will my Certified Roof Care 
Specialist do at my Roof Care visit? 
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Drains, Gutters and Scuppers 
• Check and re-secure drain bolts and clamping rings 
• Advise owner of missing drain dome strainers 
• Check gutter straps, joints and strip-ins 
•  Check inside and exterior scuppers for open solder or caulking 

sealants 
                                                                                
Additional Services 
•  Shingle Replacement for broken shingles (additional cost for 

color matched shingles) 
•  Removal of debris from roof membrane around drains and 

scuppers 
• Priority status for emergencies with 24/7 dispatching 

Your NIR Roof Care PlanSM will reduce Roof leaks by 50% 
and increase the life of your Roof by 100%, all with a return on 
investment (ROI) of “Dollars for each Penny” invested into your 
NIR Roof Care PlanSM.

The Service Visit - Your building will be assigned a NIR 
Certified Roof Care Specialist®(RCS).  RCS will check in with the 
building contact person, to determine if there are any leaks or 
other concerns that need to be taken care of during the service 
visit, before going on the roof. RCS will then proceed to the roof 
to perform the Roof Service, a comprehensive 27-Point Roof 
Inspection with detailed before and after photos of problem 
areas. Minor Repairs will be performed within the service visit 
and roof debris will be bagged and removed, leaving the roof in 
the best condition possible. 

The Initial Repairs are performed to bring your Roof up to 
a maintainable level. After the first Service Visit, repairs above 
and beyond the service visit will be outlined as an addition to the 
NIR Roof Care PlanSM and will be completed only after gaining 
approval by the building owner or representative.
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The On-Going Service Visits will occur 2 to 4 times each year 
depending on the age and condition of your roof at the start of 
your NIR Roof Care PlanSM. Your assigned NIR Certified Roof 
Care Specialist® will return for each Service Visit and be available 
to you during normal business hours by direct company phone 
line and direct company E-Mail. Our After-Hours On-Call NIR 
Certified Roof Care Specialist® will be available to you 365 days a 
year with guaranteed service by calling 1-800-221-ROOF (7663) 
or by clicking Schedule Service on our website at www.nir.com.  
From the time an after-hours roof leak is reported, your On-
Call NIR Certified Roof Care Specialist® will be on site within 
two hours or less or the Service Call is Free!!

The Additional Repairs will be determined after each Service 
Visit and will be added to your NIR Roof Care PlanSM to extend 
the life of your Roof as long as possible.  Additional repair work 
will be completed only after approval is given by the building 
owner or representative.

The Total Roof Replacement will be our last resort, only after 
every means possible has been exhausted to keep your existing 
roof in a useful condition and to keep your building dry and leak 
free. You will be provided with a roof replacement budget for 
planning purposes. Budget for the roof replacement cost. Use the 
ROI to pay for your NIR Roof Care PlanSM and keep the capital in 
your business or investment account!

“Certified Roof Care Specialist®”- All of NIR’s Professional 
Roofers have been Certified at the NIR Turnkey Training Center 
and all perform Roof Service the same way. We call this the “NIR 
Way.”  We will assign each building a NIR Certified Roof Care 
Specialist® to return for each Service Visit. “NIR Certified Roof 
Care Specialist® is our Predictable Service Standard!” “Each 
Time! Every Time! On Time!” 

800-221-ROOF (7663)
www.nir.com
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